Track’s Best Bore Clean Black Powder Solvent
Track’s Best Bore Clean Black Powder Solvent:
Not acidic, not alkaline, our formula is a neutral blend of surfactants,
chelating agents, sequestering agents and suspending agents.
Surfactants are “wetting agents” to help penetrate fouling. Chelating
and sequestering agents actually capture harmful molecules in
fouling, by chemically surrounding and bonding to them. Suspending
agents are special molecules that attach to fouling particles that won’t
dissolve, to make them buoyant and keep them in suspension, so
they can be easily removed. Made to clean Black Powder residue,
it cleans up Pyrodex, Triple 7, Clean-Shot, and Wonder Lube, too.
Track’s Best Bore Clean solvent is nonabrasive, contains no
soap, and will not soften wood finishes. Use it as a patch lube to help
keep your bore clean while target shooting. Never lubricate hunting
patches with our solvent! Penetrating agents may migrate to the
powder and dampen your charge.
Our big 8 ounce plastic bottle has a handy dispenser spout.
#Bore-Clean
Bore Clean, with spout
only $ 3.79
#Bore-Clean-X
Bore Clean, case of 25 bottles
only $65.99
Gun Scrubber® by Birchwood Casey......................... #BC-GS-10
A high pressure aerosol can of degreaser that blasts out dirt and
fouling and air dries immediately. It removes all kinds of oil, grease,
softens powder residue, and leaves metal clean and free of film.
Excellent for removing preservative grease from bullet molds. Safe,
nonflammable, harmless to metal finish.
#BC-GS-10
Gun Scrubber, 10 ounces, aerosol
only $9.99
Bore Scrubber®, by Birchwood Casey......................#BC-SBS-16
Bore Scrubber is a completely new formula, for copper and nitro
fouling. This two-in-one solvent does it all. Each ingredient was
specifically chosen for its ability to attack, dissolve, and remove all
types of barrel fouling. Superior rust preventing additives provide
long term protection after cleaning, with no highly toxic ingredients.
#BC-SBS-16
Bore Scrubber, 16 ounce bottle
only $14.99
Gun & Reel Silicone Cloth...........................................#BC-SGRC
Leaves a lustrous, lasting, protective film on all metal, wood and
plastic surfaces. The 100% cotton flannel double napped cloth is
impregnated with pure silicone and then packaged in a zip lock
resealable bag, staying clean and moist after use. Use on firearms,
sporting equipment, and precision instruments, to safely remove dust
and corrosive fingerprints. From those clever Birchwood Casey boys.
#BC-SGRC
Silicone Cloth, 14 x 15”
only $4.99
Take-Along Anti-Rust Cloths.....................................#BC-BTA-25
Pack of 25 individual cloths moistened with Birchwood Casey’s Rust
Preventive. Great for hunting trips, where guns seem to rust most.
Wipe down all metal parts with these anti-rust cloths after cleaning
your muzzle loading rifle. Each 5 x 8” cloth is sealed in a foil packet.
#BC-BTA-25
Anti-Rust, 25 wipes
only $7.99
Magic Muzzle Cleaner #77 Black Powder Solvent....... #BC-77-A
Packed in an unbreakable plastic pocket flask, with a handy dispenser cap. Birchwood Casey’s No. 77 formula removes black powder
residue, metal fouling and leaves the bore clean and bright. Water
soluble detergent cleaner is safe for use on any fine collector firearm.
Target shooters use it as a patch lube too. 16 oz. liquid.
#BC-77-A
Magic Muzzle Cleaner #77, 16 oz.
only $5.99
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New Synthetic Gun Oil, with Teflon.......................... #BC-04 or 06
A superior lubricant for all climates, it contains Teflon to greatly
reduce the friction between mating surfaces. It will not gum-up, or
lose its viscosity under extreme temperature variations -55° to +300°F.
Low evaporation rate assures protection against rust. Made in the
U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey.
#BC-04
Synthetic Gun Oil, 4 ounces, liquid
only $5.99
#BC-06
Synthetic Gun Oil, 6 ounces, aerosol
only $8.99
Moly Lube® Dry Film Lube......................................... #BC-MOS-2
A dry film lubricant designed for parts where petroleum lubricants
are not advised. Easy to use, Molybdenum disulfide particles are
deposited onto metal surfaces and give maximum lubricity and wear
resistance, even under extreme temperatures. By Birchwood Casey.
#BC-MOS-2
moly lube, 4 ounces, aerosol
only $9.49
Barricade Polarized Rust Preventative.................. #BC-PS-4 or 8
Provides long-lasting protection from rust for your guns. It rapidly
drives out moisture from metal pores and deposits a transparent
coating which seals the surface with a protective film that clings
tightly to all metal.
#BC-PS-4
Rust Preventative, 4.5 ounces, spout
only $5.99
#BC-PS-8
Rust Preventative, 6 ounces, aerosol only $9.99
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Ballistol Sportman’s Lube..........................#Ballistol-6 or 16
Ballistol multi-purpose oil lubricates, penetrates, cleans,
protects and preserves firearms, leather, knives, wood, tools,
marine, camping & fishing equipment. Ballistol cleans your firearms and dissolves traces of copper, lead, brass, and zinc while
also lubricating your lock, stock, & barrel. It will never gum-up or
harden. Ballistol dissolves black powder, neutralizes acids and
makes an excellent patch lube.
Use Ballistol on leather boots, shoes, gloves, holsters, slings &
saddles to protect against water. Cleans & protects metal, plastic,
rubber & wood. Protects aluminum and prevents pitting. Ballistol
can also be used as a cutting and boring oil, for lubricating auto,
motorcycle, bicycles, rollerblades, skies, & sports equipment.
Ballistol contains no carcinogens and is bio-degradable. May
need to be diluted with water when used as a patch lubricant.
#Ballistol-6
Ballistol, 6 oz. aerosol
$ 6.99
#Ballistol-16
Ballistol, 16 oz. liquid, trigger spray $12.99
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JB Bore Paste removes lead fouling............................#JB-Paste
Remove lead, copper, or metal fouling from your bore. Sharps and
Trapdoor shooters will enjoy using this paste. Did your Hawken rifle
suddenly quit shooting accurately? Did naked Maxi bullets leave lead
fouling in your bore? Use JB Bore Paste, our favorite.
#JB-Paste
Lead Remover Paste, 4 ounce jar
only $9.99
JB Bore Bright..................................................... #JB-Bore-Bright
The final finish for your barrel. Reduces cleaning effort. A micro-fine
bore cleaning and finishing compound that works as both a cleaner
and a final polish to help keep barrels free of fouling and shooting
their absolute best. Regular use gives your barrel a mirror-like finish
that helps prevent the build-up of accuracy robbing copper fouling,
plus greatly reduces cleaning effort. Clean your barrel as you normally
would, follow with JB Bore Bright to achieve a super clean, final polish.
As a bore cleaner, the soft, oil-paste formula liquefies as you use it
to quickly remove fouling, copper, lead, and powder residue in rifles
and handguns. Because JB Bore Bright is absolutely non-embedding
it wipes easily from the barrel with a dry patch.
You never need to worry about JB Bore Bright harming your barrel.
#JB-Bore-Bright Bore bright paste, 2 ounce jar
only $10.99
Lead Remover Cloth........................................................ #BC-LRC
Impregnated with chemistry, this 9 x 12” cloth is packed in a plastic
pouch. Cut patches to remove lead, carbon, copper, plastic, rust or
tarnish. Great for percussion revolvers and rifles using naked lead
Minie or Maxi-balls. Essential for black powder cartridge rifles or
revolvers that tend to lead the barrel. Made by Birchwood Casey.
#BC-LRC
Lead Remover Cloth, 9 x 12”
only $7.99
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